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Abstract: This study aims to assess the effect of cognitive image and city brand equity on total city branding, evaluation of word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment and intention to revisit. The conceptual model used in the impact study of the impact of tangible and intangible elements related to city branding. Involving 423 tourists visiting four cities in West Java, Indonesia as an assessment of the variables studied. The results showed that the conclusions on cognitive image, city brand equity and brand commitment were low. While other categories are classified as good. These findings also reveal the analysis of the relationship between variables, including cognitive image variables that have a significant effect on city brand equity. Cognitive image is explained through the dimensions of quality experience, tourist attraction, infrastructure environment, and outdoor activities. Meanwhile, city brand equity is measured by brand awareness, brand loyalty, and brand value. Furthermore, the results also show that the variable city brand equity has a significant effect on the variable word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment, and the intention to revisit. The most significant influence exerted on brand commitment. These results indicate that the condition of city brand equity affects how word-of-mouth, brand commitment, intention to revisit. This study only discusses part of the tourism activities carried out in these four destinations, so to confirm these findings it is necessary to carry out further research on various destinations and events.
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INTRODUCTION

A city has an identity inherent in itself, such as heritage, economy, socio-culture, technology and icons that are reconstructed into such a product or brand from a marketing standpoint. Understanding and appreciating this identification and fostering interaction with stakeholder groups and separating cities from growing global competition are challenges for related stakeholders (Bartis and Madlwabinga, 2020; Mohd Shariff and Zainol Abidin, 2020; Utomo et al., 2020). However, even though the city has implemented a marketing approach to achieve its organizational strategies and goals, this transposition raises strategic difficulties, primarily due to the distinctive existence of the locations in some cities (Kavaratzis and Kalandides, 2015). Transposition could be undertaken to analyze cities as brands using traditional typologies in brand analysis, thereby giving much weight to urban management stakeholders (Ilieş and Ilieş, 2015). In reality, a place might be a brand such as Bali (Indonesia) and KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa) (Mastika, 2020; Mlambo and Ezeuduiji, 2020) and a brand name was its title a destination that strategy is to make the people recognize the brand and build connections that visitors want and enjoy. Besides, there could be fewer than one brand in a city (Kavaratzis, 2020). Brand equity is described by (Zenker and Braun (2017) in which a place throughout the framework of global marketing is a crucial element and promotes economic growth (Bernhard and Olsson, 2020; Jászberényi and Miskolczi, 2020), helps to recruit and to hold citizens and companies. Therefore, it adds importance and serves as a providing mechanical for regional attractiveness and profitability.

Increasing the brand value of a city requires understanding and engaging actively with local stakeholders as they can collectively plan a specific storyline that improves the reputation of the venue and strengthens the place brand (Cleave and Arku, 2020; Eugenio-Vela et al., 2020). There are two very significant categories in the stakeholder community to test city brands: residents and visitors. Meanwhile, the value of tourism to the city’s grand plan is that citizens not only are they customers, they are part of the setting, but they also get the power to say the city to future tourists, investors or even
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prospective new residents (Gómez et al., 2018). In this way, people have various positions in creating the city’s brand and are part of the landmark and are thus considered representatives or founders of the city. Much of the city brand equity analysis focuses on the study of brands or areas of business brand equity (Kladou et al., 2017) founded on Aaker proposal (Aaker, 1996) that this condition is justified on two grounds that arise from one another and. Each place's marketing is inspired by traditional marketing strategies, provided that marketing strategies and concepts refer not only to products and services but also to areas, countries and towns. As a result, city brand value has a similar basis to brand value, in general, it has been recognized as a key component tool for competitive advantage, plays a primary role in all local businesses and is important for stakeholders to consider when designing a tourist destination (Ashton and Ashton, 2015; Kankhuni, 2020) Another important point is that of all the conceptual models of brand value, the paradigm of Aaker (1996) stands out for its profound influence on the subject in the research. Place brand equity research is primarily relevant for tourism brand equities, with an emphasis on destination brands and brand culture. This research focuses on the dimensions of travel, heritage and tradition centred on Anholt’s hexagon brand model (Anholt, 2006). However, some studies have taken into account the views of tourists regarding different cultural assets or compared the tourist viewpoint with the perceptions of various stakeholders such cultural and regional backgrounds, while others vary from other cultural and regional backgrounds depending on the particular stakeholder community (Acuti et al., 2019; Toros and Gazibey, 2018). In order to fill this gap, the aim of this research is to evaluate city brand equity in West Java using a model centred on tourism perceptions, to analyze the key drivers of cognitive image and its effect on brand commitment, intent to revisit and word-of-mouth (WOM).

This study also helps to minimize the scarcity of models and city brand sizes and compares the findings of four different regions, such as the Tsaur (2017) research, which shows that from the point of view of the effects of tourism, several studies have examined the construction of the visitor population conflict in several regions and a strategic region that promotes many economic activities, including tourism, fisheries, power plants, agriculture, markets and social factors such as coastal villages, schools and other public facilities (Munawir, 2019; Windupranata et al., 2020).

Sukabumi, Garut, Pangandaran, Bandung are cities in West Java, Indonesia is the main city in West Java and is a destination for natural, historical and cultural tourism, which was considered to be the best city brand in West Java (Sukmayana and Mukti, 2017; Venus et al., 2019; Windupranata et al., 2020). This research examines cognitive image aspects that have an effect on city brand equity in Indonesia through a quantitative method analysis approach. The structural analysis describes how cognitive image decreases city brand equity, word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment and intention to revisit. This research will yield constructive results for the tourism sector by providing proof of key behavioural characteristics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

City Brand Equity

At this current phenomenon, brand equity is no longer just talking about products/services within the company. There are various forms currently in branding, ranging from advertising to the long-term development plan, sticks to the economic structure, physical appearance and identity of a city (Joo and Seo, 2018). Place or city is also another attribute in brand equity (Górska-Warsewicz, 2020). Brand equity can be explained as the continuous accumulation of loyalty, awareness and financial value for a brand (Clarke and Kredens, 2018). Several previous studies state that a city brand's main characteristics are an academic concept (Zenker et al., 2017). Local stakeholders' position is still unclear in branding practices in cities and other places (Lindstedt, 2015). This is a concern for some researchers and encourages them to consider the local concerns in it (Zenker et al., 2017). This eventually led some researchers to develop ideas for brand co-creation in the context of a place (Martin and Capelli, 2018). In branding in an area, many governments, consultants and researchers interpret product standards, public relations and identities where the product is a country, or a city or a region (Kavoura and Bitsani, 2014).

Through this, it will have an impact on local government (provinces, towns and counties) a certain amount of control in debt agreements, budget management and budget execution to give confidence in being responsible for designing and implementing strategies with stakeholders and of course also contributing support (Lindstedt, 2015; Zeng et al., 2020). However, in thinking about branding for a city or place, there needs to be a form for overall planning and management to form a more strategic development and gather political aspirations from local government (Cassiniger and Eksell, 2017).

There is a practical execution of city branding which consists of three methods, namely promotional campaigns, forming a distinctive building as a bulge for the city or finding other ways to integrate structures that become protrusions into promotional activities and provide various activities in the city (Makarov and Illarionov, 2020). For some other academics, it is stated that branding is a planning process that aims to form the identity of the brand itself and that the emphasis on literature is often the content of branding planning (Mariutti and de Moura Engracia Giraldi, 2019). City branding itself was first put forward by Braun et al., (2018) who gave the fact that city branding is implemented in government in an urban context. Also, city branding is seen as the subject of political decision-making, making it inseparable from politics or administrative procedures, so that city branding becomes part of the political process (Aziz et al., 2015).

Cognitive Image

Image is one part of a brand that receives the most attention in academic literacy (Iordanova, 2015). For a long time, the image has been described as one of the dimensions of a brand, but this view has changed where the image formation is no longer a brand, building an image is the closest step in branding, but there is one other aspect that is still missing, namely the identity of the brand itself (Salim et al., 2015). The picture in a location is a construct that refers to the accepted characteristics and depends on the meaning of a photograph that may alter or evolve, the effect is not only on an attitude but also on individual behaviour. The image, in this case, is also related to describing the expectations of a destination.
Currently, the image has been formed at different levels (Mason and Moretti, 2015).

The image today does not always discuss products or services developed by the company. Other aspects such as culture, tourism, technology, education, data, people, politics, places or cities are also included (Acharya and Rahman, 2016). Nowadays, it is inevitable that all destinations or places in the world aim to enhance their international reputation. An image built in a place or city will significantly influence government policy and benefit foreign businesses who are considering injecting capital investments into a country (Hsieh et al., 2017; Lee and Lee, 2019). The cognitive image will be influenced by national, political and economic identities different from branding as understood by the commercial sector. Images themselves will build awareness and reduce the risk of associating consumers when visiting a place with little information they know (Petrovska and Cingoski, 2017). In this case, belief and knowledge of an object and affective image are related to a sense of an object (Martens and Reiser, 2019). Besides, there has been researching which states that cognitive image has a relationship with brands. Similarly, Gartner (2014) found that image is an important central feature for brand equity in destinations. In the city brand equity will increase if there is a positive reputation from the image in the city.

### Word-of-mouth

Word-of-mouth (WOM) or can be said to be an exchange of opinions regarding products and services offered by the market (Grohs et al., 2020). Word-of-mouth can be one of the most effective advertising tools in changing consumer attitudes. WOM can be seen from various studies that have demonstrated that word-of-mouth effectively influences consumer behaviour (Chin et al., 2018). The definition of word-of-mouth has been described by several experts and is entirely inspired by Chen et al. (2018). They focused on the informal aspects of word-of-mouth communication, the independence of communicators from commercial sources, and the phenomenon of information dissemination. Word-of-mouth communication itself can occur through face-to-face, telephone, email, mailing lists, and other communication tools (Reijonen et al., 2017). Word-of-mouth can be affected by marketing efforts such as advertising, media relations, public relations, and spontaneous conversations between two individuals and by satisfying or unsatisfactory purchasing experiences (Thi et al., 2016). In the current phenomenon, the practice of word-of-mouth can often be seen when someone is looking for a review or opinion on a product (Papadimitriou et al., 2018). Based on the findings of research by Sumartias and Nuraryo (2017) who see that through word-of-mouth, when there is a negative opinion, information is spread among customers, it will affect brand equity. Word-of-mouth is seen as having a positive or negative influence on customer perceptions of the brand. Besides, other research states that the impact of consumer perceptions on brand equity will weaken if consumers are very attached to word-of-mouth (Papadimitriou et al., 2018).

### Brand Commitment

Customer commitment has become a common topic in marketing. Commitment occurs when individuals begin to have a psychological attachment and develop more and more to an object (Ahn et al., 2016). The concept of commitment comes from social psychology (Sannassee and Seetanah, 2015). Besides, this commitment is also one of the images associated with place attitudes (Coffin, 2019). Brand commitment is a psychological or emotional connection between consumers and brands or organizations (Fullerton and Kendrick, 2017). Besides, brand commitment consists of calculative dedication (rational, economic calculation) and affective commitment (emotional and social sentiment). Brand commitment can also increase brand image because committed individuals are motivated to continue to support the brand and have a positive relationship with brand associations (Kladou et al., 2017). In the context of destinations, commitment to brands is a psychological connection with city brands.

### Intention to Revisit

A person's experience with what they have experienced can be considered the most significant influence in choosing to return to that destination (Booyens and Rogerson, 2015). In other studies, it is stated that when someone has experienced a memorable experience, then involving the components of hedonism and local culture, and there is a positive impact on the intention to revisit to the destination (Li et al., 2017). Aspects on the willingness to return to visit, a tourist, will relate to cognitive components, such as quality, value, and image and they can also be related to affective details such as satisfaction and pleasure. The destination image is a critical component that will be the primary consideration for people to choose and the willingness to return. Tourists with a good picture of the location would have a better attitude towards their experience. In financial and non-terms, the perceived costs may affect the consequent plan to purchase, purchase and return tourist goods to the same destination. The right destination image will positively impact where tourists will have the desire to return to that destination (Reitsamer and Brunner-Sperdin, 2015).

### Method

This research is a quantitative descriptive study by looking at the field's facts (Al-ansi et al., 2020). The variables used in this study consist of the independent variable cognitive image, the intervening variable brand equity and the dependent variable word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment, and intention to visit. Data were collected through online surveys. The research location is in Jawa Barat, Indonesia. This research population is tourists visiting Jawa Barat with a total sample of 423 people, illustrated in Table 1. Researchers use a systematic and sophisticated theoretical approach. Method to resolve the objectives of the report. This is made up of eight, as reported in Figure 1. Stage 1 specifies the domain and structures relevant to the encounter. Tourist inconvenience by evaluating previous literature and secondary data (i.e., newspapers and government reports). Stage 2 produces two focus group discussions with business, academics and experts, accompanied by semi-structured interviews with visitors. Stage 3 includes the administration of the first survey questionnaire. Finally, stage 4 consists of
refining and purifying the produced items by conducting an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and then removing unloaded or insufficient items according to the standard criteria. A second survey questionnaire, including additional structural designs, was administered at stage 5. Stage 6 carried out a solid evaluation of the products to verify their reliability and validity, including the EFA, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), Model fit indices, convergent validity and discriminatory validity. Stage 7 measures the proposed structural model predictions and path coefficients using structural equation modeling (SEM) and partial minimum squares (PLS). Finally, the effects of the structural model were established in stage 8.

Figure 1. Research design and process

RESULTS DISCUSSIONS

To achieve the objectives, we choose the study. It is possible to use a sampling unit, namely tourists visiting the tourist destinations of Jawa Barat, Indonesia to be evaluated, with criteria and scales that have been prepared in advance. Concerning periods, to obtain greater homogeneity in answers and suitability for questions that refer to specific moments, fieldwork was adjusted for a limited time frame, focusing on the December 2019 holiday season. After a comprehensive analysis of the scales and constructs defined, cognitive Image toward city brand equity was considered unidimensional constructs reflectively linked to their indicators. City brand equity was described as a multidimensional construct with dimensions related reflectively to their indicators and formatively to the construct. This study conceptualizes brand equity as a second-order structure with three first-order dimensions as formative indicators and the influence of cognitive image toward city brand equity, city brand equity toward word-of-mouth, brand commitment, and intention to revisit as contributors to the construction of city brand equity. Studies have included second-order models to measure city brand equity (Li et al., 2017).

Table 1. Visitor profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>42.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>57.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-25</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>52.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-45</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>17.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>21.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>57.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>17.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Statistics descriptive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Dimensions</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Minimum score</th>
<th>Maximum Score</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Experience</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Attraction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Environment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Brand Equity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Loyalty</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Value</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Commitment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to revisit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The goodness of fit model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Root Mean Squared Error (RMSEA)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.08</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Fit Index (CFI)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.800</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.800</td>
<td>0.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized Root Means Residual (SRMR)</td>
<td>&lt;0.100</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of data processing, it was found that the community’s assessment of cognitive image, city brand equity and also brand commitment was still relatively low as indicated by the average score which was generally less than 4. For WOM and Intention to Revisit were good with an average score of more than 4 can be seen in Table 2. WOM is also likely to affect travelers’ destination choices significantly (e.g., Papadimitriou et al., 2018; Fernandes and Fernandes, 2018). In tourism, repeat visits have also been accepted as an essential phenomenon at the economy level as a whole and for individual attraction. Indeed, many travel destinations rely heavily on repeat visitors (Li et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al.,
2019). This study aimed to determine the effect of cognitive image on brand equity and its impact on word-of-mouth, brand commitment, and Intention to revisit. The analysis technique used is structural equation modeling (SEM). There are two models in SEM, namely the measurement model and the structural model. However, before discussing the measurement model and structural model, the research model must meet the model fit criteria such as the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and the Standardized Root Means Residual (SRMR). The analysis results found that all the criteria for the fit of the model were appropriately met, so it can be concluded that the model has a high level of compatibility with the data can be seen in Table 3.

The validity analysis results refer to the loading factor value greater than 0.500 or the p-value less than 0.05, while the reliability refers to the composite reliability value greater than 0.600. The analysis results found valid and reliable items with a loading factor value of more than 0.500, except for brand commitment items; one thing was found with a value of less than 0.500. However, this item had a p-value <0.05, which stated that this item was significantly able to measure brand commitment variable can be seen in Table 4 and Table 5. In general, the loading factor value for the second-order can be seen in Figure 2. The influence analysis explains the effect of cognitive image on city brand equity and its impact on word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment and intention to revisit.

**Cognitive Image > City Brand Equity**

The cognitive image component is one that is used in forming city brand equity in a place, in addition to the affective and conative components (Hernández-Mogollón et al., 2018). Several studies have shown that the mental image is related to the destination brand and city brand. Cognitive image will also increase brand equity (Han et al., 2018; Leković et al., 2020).

**City Brand Equity > WOM**

WOM is an opinion of the nature of service, product or reliability, which passes from one person to another (Jabreel et al., 2018; Park et al., 2019) It should be noted that WOM communications can be either positive or negative, all of which are the product of customer experience. In the future, destinations such as goods and brands, could be recommended to other visitors, such as relatives, friends and acquaintances. Besides, in a variety of tests, WOM has actions with significant implications in destination image testing. Melewar and Skinner (2020) demonstrate how brand equity affects customer response, namely loyalty and WOM. Brand loyalty and perceived value have also been investigated and evaluated as a word-of-mouth antecedent dimension.

**City Brand Equity > Brand Commitment**

A brand's dedication is a psychological connection to a city brand in the sense of a destination. The experience of tourists in a destination encourages them to view the brand, which results in greater loyalty, as a desire to revisit or buy (Mangano and Ugolini, 2020; Sánchez-Rivero et al., 2020). People are one of the most significant internal stakeholders in the region, and those with a more robust understanding of the importance of the city brand, a higher degree of engagement, and a more significant effort to do so (Ahn et al., 2016). Commitment, as an emotion, is also a key element in creating brand equity, since it reflects the desire of people to engage in the improvement of their city's brands (Ahn et al., 2016).

**City Brand Equity > Intention to Revisit**

According to Tousi et al. (2015), a tourist with a good picture of a destination often has a positive attitude about the

---

**Table 4. Measurement model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Dimensions</th>
<th>Number of dimension/Item</th>
<th>Loading *</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Image</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.667 - 0.890</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Experience</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.444 - 0.688</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Attraction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.543 - 0.736</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Environment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.586 - 0.796</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.847 - 0.881</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Brand Equity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.884 - 0.952</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.626 - 0.775</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Loyalty</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.814 - 0.863</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Value</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.664 - 0.794</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.748 - 0.912</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Commitment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.336 - 1.000</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to revisit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p-value <0.05 ; +) dimension

**Table 5. Result of Hypotheses Testing**

|                      | Std.all | Std.Err | z-value | P(>|z|) |
|----------------------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
| Cognitive Image -> City Brand Equity | 0.815   | 0.137   | 7.289   | 0.000  |
| City Brand Equity -> WOM | 0.855   | 0.102   | 13.597  | 0.000  |
| City Brand Equity -> Brand Commitment | 0.989   | 0.093   | 14.735  | 0.000  |
| City Brand Equity -> Intention to revisit | 0.774   | 0.117   | 12.526  | 0.000  |

The validity analysis results refer to the loading factor value greater than 0.500 or the p-value less than 0.05, while the reliability refers to the composite reliability value greater than 0.600. The analysis results found valid and reliable items with a loading factor value of more than 0.500, except for brand commitment items; one thing was found with a value of less than 0.500. However, this item had a p-value <0.05, which stated that this item was significantly able to measure brand commitment variable can be seen in Table 4 and Table 5. In general, the loading factor value for the second-order can be seen in Figure 2. The influence analysis explains the effect of cognitive image on city brand equity and its impact on word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment and intention to revisit.

![Figure 2. Research](image-url)
encounters he had in that place. Stylos and Bellou (2019) conclude that tourists’ intention to revisit a destination is directly affected by their connection to the spot through emotional relations between tourists and the goal. One might also assume that a tourist who visited the city is more likely to revisit it than a tourist who comes to the city for the first time.

Ching-Cheng and Der-Jen (2015) argue that brand equity is precious and is a crucial concept in the competitiveness of the tourism industry, in line with their plan to revisit it. Tourist loyalty and high brand value, according to Thi et al. (2016) are directly linked to the desire to revisit the site (Koodsela et al., 2019; Wassler et al., 2018).

The calculation results found that the variable cognitive image had a significant effect on city brand equity as indicated by the p-value <0.05 and with the magnitude of the influence of 0.815 standard deviations. Furthermore, the variable city brand equity significantly influences word-of-mouth (WOM) variable, brand commitment, and intention to revisit. The most significant impact was given to the brand quality with a magnitude of 0.989.

CONCLUSION

Because this study's scope is new to the literature, it is necessary to precisely identify the elements of the cognitive image that form city brand equity in the area of city branding. To achieve this, the researcher conducted a literature review and a qualitative study to determine the factors identified by tourists that form a cognitive image. The results show five dimensions: the first dimension refers to a cognitive image, the second dimension relates to city brand equity and three other dimensions, namely word-of-mouth (WOM), brand commitment, and intention to revisit.

This dimension was then validated using factorial analysis confirmation. Acceptable values were found for the overall fit of each measurement and correlation's model, validity, and reliability. Therefore, the analysis results found that the variable cognitive image has a positive and significant effect on city brand equity, and city brand equity has a positive and significant contribution in building word-of-mouth (WOM) and brand commitment.
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